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Handmade in England. Not imported from Eastern Europe or the Far East (ask your local sofa shop
where their sofas are made!), top grade leather is always used, no seconds, refinished or graded
leather hardwood frames, not mass-produced, strict quality control from design through to shipping,
10-year frame guarantee and with 25 years experience.

Our range of new Chesterfields and occasional chairs - All available in standard antique style
leather or for a 20% premium in special full grain distressed leather for that true old Chesterfield
look.  Any sofa or chair can be made with a buttoned seat instead of cushions for an extra 10%.

10 year frame guarantee on all new Chesterfields - All our new products are guaranteed against
faulty manufacture and materials for ten years from the date of purchase.

We can make all our range in made-to-measure sizes - As we manufacture all our own items we are
able to offer a bespoke made to measure service on all new furniture. We can make any chair or
sofa lower, higher, longer, deeper, firmer or softer, in fact if you have any special requirements we
will be happy to quote you.

We can make all our range in made-to-measure sizes - As we manufacture all our own items we are
able to offer a bespoke, made to measure service on all new furniture. We can make any chair or
sofa lower, higher, longer, deeper, firmer or softer, in fact, if you have any special requirements we
will be happy to quote you.

We are specialists in bespoke and one off designs; we have made chesterfield sofas up to 40 foot in
length and have a full CAD and 3D design studio to enable us to produce stunning designs to your
specification.

About The Original Chesterfield Company

The Original Chesterfield Company is a proud British family firm with roots in the chesterfield
tradition going back decades. We offer only British made chesterfields from our factories and ship
our goods worldwide.
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